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SOFT SPACE
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Throw
Frankly Amsterdam
140x190cm + 8cm fringes (uni color throw) 
140x220cm + 8cm fringes (dual color throw) 
140x260cm + 8cm fringes (bed end) 
Or as blanket, contact us for the sizes
Woven
6 uni colors + 3 dual colors
Frankly Amsterdam
100% Cashmere
+ extremely soft & subtle shine
+ natural material of the highest quality
+ more colors available on request 
+ handmade in Italy
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Soft Space is the perfect cool weather companion, designed to 
deliver a gentle, extra-soft touch against the skin. Made in the 
heart of Italy from the finest and longest cashmere fibers, this 
throw is spun, woven and then finished with the most luxurious 
zibeline treatment. After weeks of washing, combing, and 
resting this 100% cashmere throw has a finishing that could be 
described as silk-like. Soft Space is finished with stylish, long 
fringe detailing.

Available in 6 uni colors + 3 dual colors.

The fibers of color 01, 02 and 03 are 100% undyed eco cash mere. 
Due to these natural and undyed fibers, a slight variation in color 
tone may occur.
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CARE INSTRUCTIONS

Soft Space can best be cleaned by a professional dry-cleaner. 
Washing, drying or ironing is strictly advised against. If ironing is 
necessary, only use  the cool iron setting. If any slightly bald spots start 
to uncover, the fabric can be brushed with a firm brush (in the same 
direction as the fibre) to recover the weave to its original, smooth, 
even shape.

When in doubt, please don’t hesitate to contact us, or take a look 
on our website, www.frankly.amsterdam/careinstructions, for more 
information.
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